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Implementation of the relevant laws

Interoperability
Benefits from the projects

1. Business community
2. The general population
3. Attorneys
4. Notaries
5. Enforcement agents
6. Bankruptcy managers
7. Leasing companies
8. Banks…
Regional Business Registries portal

• Achieving easy and straightforward access to all electronic services provided by the Regional Business Registries portals, will be designed a Service Provisioning Platform.

• This platform acts as a Point of Single Contact for all the services provided by the included registries and will provide centralized online access to services on a single location on the internet.
Regional Business Registries portal

- Provided by the Serbia (SBRA) and Macedonia (CRRM), the Regional Business Registries portal has been designed as a Service Platform, to which other potential registers from the western Balkans could get connected.
Regional Business Registries portal

The platform consists of following logical components:

- Digital Identity management component
- Data distribution / Electronic service provisioning (ESP) component
- Data modeling component
- Data collection
- Pricing, Billing and Settlement component
- Service pricing management for all available services
- Billing mechanism for all paid services provided on this platform
- Settlement component for service fee calculation
Regional Business Registries portal

Service catalogue

• Company search
• Person search
• Basic company profile
• Short company profile
• Full company profile

Service catalogue

• Bank accounts
• Basic company profile history
• Short company profile history
• Full company profile history
• Bank accounts history
Regional Business Registries portal

Service catalogue

- Financial KPI's of a company
- Financial KPI's of an activity or sector
- Financial KPI's comparison between two companies
- Financial KPI's comparison of a company with activity and sector

Service catalogue

- Financial KPI's cross border comparison of an activity or sector
- Follow a company (company watch dog)
- Find a partner
- Company appointments
- Connected entities
- Follow a person (personal watch dog)
II Other Ongoing projects and activities

- IDENTIFYING THE POSSIBILITY FOR MANAGING NEW REGISTERS AND SERVICES

- INTRODUCING THE MECHANISMS AND SERVICES AIMED TO SUPPORT THE INVESTORS AND THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY IN MACEDONIA

- INTEGRATION OF REGISTERS FOR SECURED TRANSACTIONS (PLEDGE, LEASING, FIDUATION AND OTHER SECURED TRANSACTIONS) UNDER A SINGLE MODE
Other Ongoing projects and activities

• INTRODUCTION OF THE MECHANISM FOR REGISTRATION OF BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP

• INTRODUCTION OF NEW, COMBINED SERVICES AND VALUE ADDED SERVICES - which involve combining data from different sources, different systems and potentially from different institutions in order to meet the specific need
Macedonia is ranked FIRST in Europe, SECOND in the world in the Starting a business category.
E-filing in the Trade Register

- A company in Macedonia is registered in 1 single step, at 1 single site, with 0 cost, in 4 hours max
  - Average application processing time – around 2 hours
E-services

- Full e-registration of companies
- E-filing of changes and deletions in the Trade register
- E-registration of direct investments
- E-filing of annual accounts
- E-bankruptcy
- E-filing of secured transactions

Issuing legally-valid certificates and information electronically
Innovative marketing approach

• Upgrade of the Internet distribution system and E-certificate system

• Big clients – upgrade of customized web services

• Upgrade of Service packages at discounted prices (official Tariff)

...We are looking forward to more projects that will arise from arises directly from the needs of the private sector and all service users (including foreign and domestic investors), and from the institutional need to access and share up-to-date information in order to increase the efficiency of their work...
Thank you for your attention!